
GIVE TO GOD THE THINGS THAT ARE GOD’S   
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One can only imagine what Jesus was thinking when disciples of the Pharisees and Herodians 

approached Jesus together with a “question.” These were strange bedfellows to coming to Jesus, 

uniting only because they would have had a common goal to get Jesus out of the way, or at least 

publicly humiliate him so that whatever authority people saw in him would melt away. 

How did these two opposing groups decide to get together? Well it was all self-serving, to keep 

them in their positions of power. Herodians, as the name suggests, were related to King Herod 

(by blood or common ideology). They were essentially “tools” of the empire, and Rome was 

“where their bread was buttered.” As Jesus’ popularity spread, so did the descriptive titles people 

used for him: “Son of God,” for example. Roman coins carried not only the image of Caesar, but 

carried an inscription that honored Caesar as essentially divine, the closest Roman equivalent to 

“Son of God.” 

Meanwhile, the Pharisees were leaders among the Jewish people, and while they were not 

official tools of Rome, they did benefit by imposing a sense of order among this occupied 

community. While they wore a “religious leader” title, they too benefited from this arrangement, 

which probably gave them power, status, and money.  

When Jesus came into town and started overturning tables and teaching in the Temple, the 

aforementioned leadership groups did not like Jesus upsetting the “status-quo.”  The two groups 

that vehemently argued with each other found a common perceived enemy in this upstart rabbi 

who would have been harmless if people had ignored him. But instead, they listened to Jesus and 

became his followers. 

When they came together to ask Jesus about paying taxes to Caesar, particularly this 

“occupancy” tax that was to be paid with Roman money stamped with the emperor’s image, they 

figured Jesus had to come down on one side or the other—meaning that some people were going 

to be pleased while others would become angry.  More specifically, whichever side Jesus took 

would be a losing one. Either he would be advocating for Rome and against his people and 

Jewish law or he would be seen as an enemy of the Emperor.  

In our reading today, after Jesus makes his pronouncement about giving to the emperor that 

which belongs to the emperor, and to God those things that belonged to God, Matthew tells us 

“When they heard this, they were amazed; and they left him and went away.” Usually when we 

use the word “amazed” we consider that to be a good thing. Here, I think the fuller meaning of 

the word reveals that they were “astonished”—which is a bigger bundle of feelings. It’s like 

losing a game while at the same time having to admire your opponents.  

To us, it’s amazing because Jesus takes what appears to be a “trick” question and turns it back 

onto the askers: “Show me the coin used for the tax. Whose head is on it? What does it say on 

the coin?” First, that someone is quickly able to produce the coin in the Temple goes right against 

the commandment about “other gods” and (separately, for many) the words about graven images. 

And, as they say: “It all went downhill from there.” 

In and of itself, this account is a great telling of “how Jesus catches the bad guys in their own 

trap,” but Jesus almost always transforms challenges into teachable moments.  That we even 
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have this account in Matthew’s gospel says that it’s about more than money. It’s also more than 

separating the sacred from the secular, the profane from the divine. 

Back in Jesus’ day, there was something to be said about coins with the emperor’s image and a 

proclamation asserting the emperor was essentially a deity. While our coinage (and paper 

currency today) portray images of deceased leaders (presidents, for the most part), they do not 

hold those people up as icons of worship, but rather as reminders of people we honor. They 

underscore that difference by declaring “In God We Trust.”  

Since we now do many, if not most, of our purchases with debit cards or other non-cash means, 

Pastor David Lose had suggested we take a Sharpie and mark a cross on our “plastic” as a way of 

reminding us that how we spend our money is also a public witness to the God whom we profess.  

And that gets to the heart of the matter today. It’s not about whether or not we should be paying 

taxes to the government, or whose face is on our money; because money is a symbol, a means to 

an end. In and of itself, it would have no worth except for the things it can be spent on. When 

Jesus said, “Give to God the things that are God’s” a little lightbulb should have gone off in our 

heads: “Well, everything belongs to God, when you think about it” or as our sisters and brothers 

in Christ often proclaim at the offering: “All things come from thee, O Lord; and of thine own 

have we given thee.” 

We make that bold statement of faith because God, in Christ, made a bold statement about us: a 

statement telling us that God loves us so much that nothing can separate us from that love. A 

proclamation that was signed and sealed in the body and blood of our Lord Jesus who gave 

himself up on the cross, died, arose, and is King of Kings and Lord of Lords in our lives. 

Because God treasures his creation and dares to call us his own, because God loves his creation 

and gives himself up for us we are tied to him for all eternity.  What we do in this life is always a 

statement about the One in whom we believe. 

So, whether it’s about how we spend our money or what we do with our free time, our lives are 

our witness. Those who sought to entrap Jesus with a question about money weren’t thinking 

about giving to God as much as they were trying to protect their so-called security. That is often 

what money and things are all about for us: an artificial way of propping ourselves up, of 

weighing our worth against that of our neighbor.  

We who were created “in the image of God,” demonstrate our belonging to God whenever we 

live out our faith in actions that are thoughtful of others, respectful of what God has entrusted to 

us, and reveal the loving nature of a God who stops at nothing to make us and keep us his own.  

Amen. 


